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Abstract 
The potential energy curves resulting from the C2-Oexo bond rotation of 2-OMeOxane were 
calculated. One minimum was found for the axial conformer at MP2/6-31G(d,p); B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p); and HF/6-31G(d,p) levels, and two minima in the equatorial conformer. The difference 
in the entropy of mixing between both conformers has a positive value, close to zero, which 
means that the entropy is higher for the equatorial conformer. The Scheme of rotation of the 
methoxy group at position 2 of oxane with six conformers, usually employed to describe this 
conformational process, is inadequate. 
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Introduction 
 
Carbohydrates are widely distributed in Nature and are very important compounds for biological 
functions of living organisms.1 Because physicochemical properties of molecules depend on their 
conformations or arrangements their atoms adopt in space,2 it is fundamental to understand what 
are the principles that control these conformational preferences. Amongst the conformational 
phenomena involved in the control of the molecular arrangements observed in carbohydrates, the 
anomeric 3 and the gauche effects4 are the most prominent. 

The term anomeric effect was introduced in 1958 by Lemieux5 and refers to the tendency of 
an electronegative substituent at C2 of a pyranoid ring (see Scheme 1) to adopt the axial rather 
than the equatorial orientation, in contrast with expectations based exclusively on steric 
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considerations. The phenomenon is not restricted to carbohydrates, and the anomeric effect was 
subsequently studied in simpler analogues for isolation from other conformational effects such as 
tetrahydopyran derivatives where the 2-methoxy derivative has been widely studied. 

 

 

Scheme 1 
 

Computational limitations led first to the use of dimethoxymethane as a simplified model of 
the anomeric segment O-C-O.7 but with stronger computational power, models such as 2-
methoxyoxane (2-OMe-oxane or 2-methoxytetrahydropyran, 2-OMe-THP 1, Scheme 1), where 
computational and experimental results can be directly compared, more thorough computational 
methods can be applied in reasonable time. The conformational preference of 2-MeO-oxane is a 
good model for the study of the anomeric effect, because it not only allows its isolation from 
other conformational effects, but also is easy to synthesize, and to analyze by both, 
spectroscopic6 and computational methods.8-10

Recently, the study of the contributions of the electronic delocalization to the anomeric effect 
showed that the observed axial/equatorial conformational preference is not solely of 
stereoelectronic origin11 since the stereoelectronic interactions present in the axial conformer are 
as important as the ones in the equatorial arrangement. 

The anomeric effect in 2-MeO-oxane was found to be 1.7 kcal/mol, from the difference of 
∆Go for the axial/equatorial equilibrium of 1, 0.9 kcal/mol, and the A Value for the methoxy 
group, –0.8 kcal/mol (2, Scheme 1). 
Experimental data support the view that the axial preference of the methoxy group in oxane is a 
result of entropic effects as opposed to the one where the free conformational energy would be 
driven by the enthalpic term of the equation, itself a function of steric, electrostatic, or 
stereoelectronic effects. Booth et al.12, for instance, studied the conformational equilibrium for 2-
OMe-THP (1) in the temperature range of 143 and 165 K, and found ∆Ho ≈ 0.0 kcal/mol and ∆So 

= -2.7 ue. Also, the equilibrium of a mixture of the conformationally homogeneous cis- and 
trans-2-methoxy-4-methyltetrahydropyran in the presence of 4-methylbenzenesulphonic acid at 
273 K and 245 K gave a cis/trans ratio of 0.268. 

In order to account for the increased entropy in the axial isomer, Booth assumed that the 
populations of both rotamers ax-3 and eq-3 are negligible (Scheme 2), and that the population of 
the less stable rotamer ax-1 (in ax-1  ax-2) is much greater than the population of the less 
stable rotamer eq-1 (in eq-1  eq-2). However, in Booth’s words “the unusually high 
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conformational entropy difference cannot be reconciled with the entropy of mixing, calculated 
on the basis of only two rotamers for each conformation, and suggests that the individual 
rotamers may have appreciably different entropies.” 
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Scheme 2. Expected rotamers of 2-methoxytetrahydropyran. 
 

The conclusion that there is a dominant change in entropy with a small change in enthalpy, 
has been questioned by Lemieux1, who suspected Booth’s findings reflected specific solvation 
effects. The anomeric effect is indeed very sensitive to the solvent dielectric constant.13 It has 
been observed that the axial conformational preference is increased in polar solvents under a 
variety of experimental conditions.  

Praly and Lemieux determined the solvent effect on the thermodynamic equilibria for 2-Me-
THP and found ∆Ho close to zero only in polar or hydrogen bonding solvents. In contrast, in 
CCl4 containing mixtures, the enthalpy term was found in the range of ∆Ho = 0.6 to 0.8 
kcal/mol.1 

A calorimetric study of 4,6-dimethyl-2-methoxytetrahydropyran allowed to establish a value 
of ∆Ho = 1.21 ± 0.07 kcal/mol in gas phase.14 This value has been satisfactorily reproduced by 
theoretical methods incorporating electronic correlation. 
The decreased entropy in the equatorial conformer was explained by Lemieux1 in terms of a 
release of solvent when the equatorial conformer passes into the axial form. Solvent molecules 
would “trap” the equatorial conformer, losing degrees of freedom that are regained when passing 
to the axial arrangement. Indeed, since the endo-cyclic oxygen in the equatorial isomer is not 
engaged in any stereoelectronic effect it should be especially electron rich and prone to 
solvation.  

The main goals of this paper is to determine the real participation of conformers shown in 
Scheme 2 in the conformational equilibrium of 1 by the evaluation of the energy potential and 
population curves around the C-OMe rotation, to contrast Booth’s conclusion and to get the best 
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description possible of the gas phase potential energy, which is a necessary preliminary step to a 
full description of the ensemble in solution (either using a continuum model or a molecular 
dynamics treatment, based on, e.g. a change of parameters using the highly accurate properties  
obtained here). Likewise, that these gas phase results should not be directly compared with 
experimental data obtained in solution. 
 
 
Results and Discussion  
 
A. Energetic considerations 
Complete geometry optimizations (without symmetry constraints) of axial and equatorial 
conformers of minimum energy (with no imaginary frequencies) were carried out at MP2/6-
31G(d,p) and within the frame of DFT at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level with Gaussian 94 program 
(G94).15 In all cases, low energy isomers have a chair conformation. 

Additionally, rotation of the methoxy group was carried out and energy and population 
curves were obtained with uniform scanning at 10° increments for dihedral angles O1-C2-O7-C8 
(see numbering system in Scheme 2) in both axial and equatorial 2-MeO-oxane, allowing for 
complete relaxation of the rest of the atomic coordinates. Each point of the population curves, Pi, 
corresponds to the Boltzmann probability of the ith conformational state, according to equation 
1.22
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Table 1 shows the energy results at MP2 and HF/3-21G levels of theory for each relevant 

conformational arrangement. Table 2 shows the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) energy calculations. All 
conformers are minima with no imaginary frequencies. It is worth noticing at this point that in 
Salzner and Schleyer’s paper,9 only four minima, conformers ax-1, ax-2, eq-2, and eq-3, of the 
six expected for the rotation of the methoxy group were described excluding from their 
calculations, at HF/6-31G(d) level, conformers ax-3 and eq-1. On the other hand, in the absence 
of symmetry in 1, and with evident computational limitations, Wiberg et al.10 considered that at 
HF/3-21G level it was acceptable to take into account only one minimum energy conformer for 
the axial configuration, ax-2, and two for the equatorial configuration, eq-2 and eq-3. 

Our results show that, for all methods, the most stable conformer in terms of total energy, is 
ax-2 (Tables 1 and 2), followed by rotamer eq-2, only 1.2 to 2.5 kcal/mol above ax-2. Although 
ax-1 is of lower energy than eq-3, the former does not represent a minimum, as eq-3 does. It is 
lying in a well defined well from which it requires to pass energy barriers of ~2.5 and ~5 
kcal/mol to become either the most stable 2-eq, and the least stable eq-1, respectively (Scheme 
3). 
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Table 1. Energy terms of relevant conformers of 2-OMeTHP of lower energy at  
MP2/6-31G(d,p) and HF level of theory at 298 Ka 

 ax-1 ax-2 ax-3 eq-1 eq-2 eq-3 
Total Energy (MP2)a -385.13328 -385.14045 -385.12405 -385.12943 -385.13685 -385.13251 
Total Energy (HF) a -383.91916 -383.92542 -383.90857 -383.91615 -383.92350 -383.91874 
Enthalpya -384.94007 -384.94712 -384.93065 -384.93666 -384.94390 -384.93943 
Entropyb 87.527 85.926 86.088 87.91 86.176 86.544 
Free Energya,d -384.98166 -384.98795 -384.97155 -384.97843 -384.98484 -384.98055 
ZPCa 0.18438 0.18459 0.18469 0.18385 0.18417 0.18427 
Total Energy + ZPC -385.31766 -385.32504 -385.30874 -385.31328 -385.32102 -385.31678 
Rel(Total) at MP2 c 4.50 0.0 10.29 6.92 2.26 4.98 
Rel(Correct.) MP2 c 4.63 0.0 10.23 7.38 2.52 5.18 
Rel(Total)c at HF c 3.93 0.0 10.57 5.82 1.20 4.19 
Rel(Enthalpy)c 4.42 0.0 10.34 6.56 2.02 4.83 
Rel(Entropy)c 1.60 0.0 0.16 1.98 0.25 0.62 
Rel(Free Energy)c,d 3.95 0.0 10.29 5.97 1.95 4.64 

a In hartrees. b In eu (cal/Kmol). c In kcal/mol. d At 298 K. 
 

In Scheme 3, we compare axial and equatorial energies, subtracting rotamer ax-2’s energy, 
the absolute minimum. At the three levels of theory studied here, conformer eq-3 is more stable 
than eq-1 in disagreement with Booth’s12 original statement that discounted eq-3, based in steric 
considerations, as a participant in the rotameric population, but in agreement with Fuchs,19 who 
described that conformers analogous to eq-2 are three times more abundant than those analogous 
to eq-3. 

 
 

Scheme 3. Energy profiles for axial and equatorial 2-OMeTHP as calculated with 
MP2/6-31G(d,p). 
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Schemes 4 and 5 show the effect of the O1-C2-O7-C8 torsion angle rotation on the energy 
(solid lines) and population (dashed lines) of the axial and equatorial conformers, respectively. 
All levels of theory evaluated show the same tendencies with no significant difference in energy 
trends, both in the minima positions and the heights of the rotational barriers. 

 
 

 
 

Scheme 4. Energy (E) and population (P) profiles for axial 2-OMeTHP at MP2/6-31G(d,p), 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), and HF level of theory. 
 

The axial energy profiles (Scheme 4) show a steep well around 300°, corresponding to ax-2; 
a quasi minimum well, not quite defined, at 210°, ax-1; and a high energy plateau, ranging from 
around 0° to 140°, rotamer ax-3, corresponding to the methyl group pointing inside any part of 
the THF ring. All rotamers along this energy plateau, in agreement with Booth’s expectations, 
are not populated. The corresponding population curves reflect the energy curves, showing only 
one populated conformer contributing to the axial conformation, the minimum energy conformer 
ax-2. In this rotamer, the methyl group points toward the intramolecular oxygen, thereby 
preventing destabilizing steric interactions with the ring. In disagreement with Booth,12 we find 
that conformer ax-1 is not populated. 

In Scheme 5, the equatorial energy curves show two well defined minima, at 60°, the lowest 
energy minimum, corresponding to eq-2; and at 300°, almost 3 kcal/mol above, eq-3. While both 
rotamers contribute to the equatorial conformation, eq-2 is largely dominant. Conformer eq-1, 
with the methyl group pointing inside the ring, does not represent a real minimum and neither 
does it contribute to the equatorial conformation. The relative energies studied here agree with 
the experimental observations of Fuchs, et al.19
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Scheme 5. Energy (E) and population (P) profiles for equatorial 2-OMeTHP at MP2/6-31G(d,p), 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), and HF level of theory. 
 

From the statistical study of experimental data using X-ray-diffraction in 111 compounds 
including the anomeric segment of our interest, they concluded that the axial conformers are 
twice more common than the equatorial ones; that conformers with an arrangement similar to ax-
1, eq-1 and ax-3 do not exist; that arrangements equivalent to eq-2 and eq-3 show a distribution 
of 3:1. These facts are congruent with our results of relative energy minima and with those 
previously described.9,10 In a second contribution, Fuchs et al.20 studied 259 compounds 
containing the O-C-O moiety, which led them to conclude that conformers with an arrangement 
like eq-3 do not contribute to the rotational population, this time in agreement with our 
population results. 

Table 2 displays the energies of the hypothetical Lewis molecules. The ELew corresponds to 
the hypothetical molecule where hyperconjugation is absent. All conformers are minima with no 
imaginary frequencies. This energy is obtained by zeroing all orbital interactions by deletion of 
all off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, and leaving then only interactions of steric and 
polar nature to dictate the molecule’s behavior. This information should assist in evaluating the 
contribution of electronic delocalization to the conformational preferences.11 

At B3PLY/6-31G (d,p), in absence of electronic delocalization, our calculations predict that 
ax-2 is still the most stable conformer. If only steric effects are taken into account, the equatorial 
conformer should predominate, as has been shown by way of the delocalization energy 
contribution to the anomeric effect in similar segments.11 Although the absolute energy values 
are different from the ones obtained including electronic delocalization, the tendencies remain 
the same, with ax-3 still being the highest rotamer in energy, due, of course to the high steric 
repulsions found between the OMe and the ring. This might be just another case showing the 
weakness in this analysis of population, due to its high sensibility as a calculation tool.  
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Table 2. Energy terms of lower energy conformers of 2-OMeTHP at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level, at 
298 Ka 

 ax-1 ax-2 ax-3 eq-2 eq-3 

Total Energya -386.31002 -386.31607 -386.30172 -386.31414 -386.30989 
Lewis Energya -385.63062 -385.63456 -385.60059 -385.62818 -385.62747 
Enthalpya -386.12173 -386.12759 -356.11330 -386.12701 -386.12163 
Entropyb 87.54 86.72 88.62 86.86 87.31 
Free Energya,d -386.16333 -386.16879 -386.15540 -386.16733 -386.16311 
ZPCa 0.17932 0.17957 0.17941 0.17913 0.17928 
Total + ZPC -386.48934 -386.49564 -386.48113 -386.49327 -386.48917 
Rel (Total)c 3.80 0.0 9.00 1.21 3.88 
Rel (Correct.) 3.95 0.0 9.11 1.49 4.06 
Rel (Lewis)c 2.47 0.0 21.3 4.00 4.45 
Rel (Enthalpy)c 3.68 0.0 8.97 0.36 3.74 
Rel (Entropy)c 0.82 0.0 1.9 0.14 0.59 
Rel (Free energy)c,d 3.43 0.0 8.40 0.92 3.56 
a In hartrees. b In eu (cal/Kmol). c In kcal/mol. d At 298K. 

 
B. Geometrical considerations 
The anomeric effect of stereoelectronic origin can be measured by energy and/or by molecular 
geometry. In an endo hyperconjugative interaction the antiperiplanar arrangement of the nO1-O1-
C2-O7 moiety allows the transfer of On electrons to the σ* orbital, thus lengthening the C2-O7 
bond; shortening the O2-C2 bond length; and increasing the O2-C2-O7 angle (Figure 1). On the 
other hand, an exo hyperconjugative interaction should result in a lengthening of the Oendo-C2 
bond, and a contraction of the C2-Oexo bond, by increasing its double bond character (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Double bond-no bond hybrid of (a) endo-anomeric stereoelectronic interaction, and of 
(b) exo-anomeric interaction. 
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Figure 2 shows endo and exo-anomeric stereoelectronic interactions that could, at least a 
priori, be active in rotamers of 2-OMeTHP. In this molecule all axial conformers allow for endo-
anomeric interactions, , no matter what value the torsional angle takes, due to the 

fixed nature of the O-C-O fragment. The exo-anomeric interaction, instead, requires the torsional 
angle O

*
OCO −→σ

endo
n

1-C2-O7-C8 to adopt a value of either 60 or 180° in order for the stereoelectronic 
interaction to take place. In the case of the axial arrangements only ax-2 and ax-3 would allow 
for this kind of interaction. By analyzing the geometrical data generated by the different methods 
studied in this paper it should be possible to assess the participation of these interactions in the 
conformational equilibria of 2-OMeTHP. In particular, bond distances O1-C2 and C2-O7,  and O1-
C2-O7-C8 torsion angle should shed some light into whether any exo or an endo anomeric 
interaction is taking place in a rotamer. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Endo-anomeric ( ) and exo-anomeric ( ) stereoelectronic interactions. In 
parenthesis, the corrected total energy in kcal/mol calculated by MP2 after subtracting Eax-2 from 
each E value. 
 

The only rotamer that shows neither endo nor exo anomeric interaction is eq-1, which is not a 
particularly high energy conformer, thus an adequate model to compare bond distance. Relevant 
geometric data at MP2 and B3LYP levels are in Table 3 and 4. 

Compared with eq-1 bond distance values, ax-1 shows a shortened O1-C2 and a larger C2-O7 
bond distance, in agreement with an endo interaction. It does not need a specific alignment, so it 
does not matter that the torsion angle is deviated more than 20° from its ideal value for the 
interaction to occur. Ax-2, which could bear both endo and endo interactions, shows a slight 
increase in both bond distances. Torsion angle O1-C2-O7-C8 is practically not deviated from its 
ideal value, so we could expect an exo anomeric interaction to be taking place although we 
cannot discount an endo anomeric interaction to be active in this conformer. For conformer ax-3, 
which could in principle be experiencing both endo and exo interactions, we can discount the exo 
interaction since, the torsion angle is deviated 40° from its ideal value. Bending angles O1-C2-O7 
and C2-O7-C8 are pretty distorted too, overwhelmed by the strong steric interactions operating in 
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this arrangement. Although we see an increase in bond distance C2-O7, in agreement with the 
endo interaction, it could just as well be an artifact from the great distorsion the molecule is 
subjected to. 

Conformer eq-2 shows geometrical values in accordance with the exo-anomeric interaction 
that in principle could be taking place, namely a shortened C1-O7 bond, an increased O2-C1 bond, 
and an almost perfect alignment of the torsion angle in question. The same holds true for rotamer 
eq-3 which can have only one stereoelectronic interaction, the endo-anomeric. 
 
Table 3. Geometry of lower energy conformers of 2-OMeoxane at MP2/6-31G(d,p) level.a 
(distances in Å, angles in degrees) 

 ax-1 ax-2 ax-3 eq-1 eq-2 eq-3 
O1-C2 1.403 1.419 1.418 1.412 1.426 1.426 
C2-C3 1.526 1.519 1.531 1.522 1.515 1.523 
C3-C4 1.526 1.527 1.531 1.529 1.530 1.529 
C4-C5 1.527 1.527 1.527 1.527 1.528 1.527 
C5-C6 1.520 1.519 1.519 1.521 1.521 1.521 
C6-O1 1.437 1.463 1.430 1.429 1.428 1.428 
C2-O7 1.424 1.411 1.419 1.405 1.391 1.398 
O7-C8 1.418 1.425 1.420 1.419 1.426 1.428 
O1-C2-C3 111.4 112.1 111.3 110.7 110.8 110.1 
C2-C3-C4 110.0 110.5 114.4 110.3 109.9 109.7 
C3-C4-C5 109.4 109.5 110.0 109.7 110.3 109.8 
C4-C5-C6 110.0 110.0 109.7 109.5 109.8 109.6 
C5-C6-O1 111.2 111.3 111.0 111.4 110.7 111.3. 
C6-O1-C2 112.6 112.3 115.0 111.3 111.0 111.4 
O1-C2-O7 107.7 112.0 112.4 104.2 108.4 108.4 
C2-O7-C8 113.3 112.2 120.5 112.9 112.5 114.8 
O1-C2-C3-C4 56.8 55.3 46.6 57.4 57.3 58.5 
C2-C3-C4-C5 53.6 52.9 47.1 52.7 52.2 54.2 
C3-C4-C5-C6 53.6 53.9 52.0 52.3 52.1 52.9 
C4-C5-C6-C1 56.0 57.0 58.7 57.0 57.1 526.5 
C5-C6-O1-C2 59.7 59.5 60.8 62.4 63.0 62.0 
C6-O1-C2-C3 59.8 58.6 53.4 62.0 63.0 62.5 
C6-O1-C2-O7 62.5 61.7 78.9 177.2 177.8 61.7 
C4-C3-C2-O7 63.4 67.8 83.7 173.3 176.2 178.9 
O 1-C2-O7-C8 159.2 61.1 99.8 153.0 62.7 61.7 
C3-C2-O7-C8 78.4 175.7 30.0 87.1 176.8 61.8 
a See Scheme 1 for system numbering. 
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Table 4. Geometry of lower energy conformers of 2-OMeoxane at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.a  
(distances in Å, angles in degrees) 

 ax-1 ax-2 ax-3 eq-2 eq-3 
O1-C2 1.401 1.418 1.419 1.426 1.428 
C2-C3 1.536 1.530 1.542 1.525 1.534 
C3-C4 1.535 1.535 1.538 1.537 1.538 
C4-C5 1.536 1.535 1.533 1.536 1.535 
C5-C6 1.528 1.528 1.526 1.530 1.530 
C6-O1 1.435 1.435 1.429 1.424 1.425 
C2-O7 1.425 1.412 1.417 1.390 1.397 
O7-C8 1.412 1.420 1.417 1.422 1.424 
O1-C2-C3 111.6 112.1 112.4 110.8 110.4 
C2-C3-C4 110.8 111.3 115.0 110.4 110.1 
C3-C4-C5 109.8 109.8 109.9 110.6 110.1 
C4-C5-C6 110.0 110.0 109.6 110.1 109.9 
C5-C6-O1 111.6 111.8 112.1 111.2 111.8 
C6-O1-C2 114.3 113.8 118.1 112.5 112.9 
O1-C2-O7 108.3 112.3 113.3 108.6 108.6 
C2-O7-C8 114.6 113.6 120.7 114.1 116.4 
O1-C2-C3-C4 54.3 53.1 41.9 55.9 56.7 
C2-C3-C4-C5 52.3 51.8 47.3 51.4 53.1 
C3-C4-C5-C6 52.7 53.0 53.5 51.0 51.9 
C4-C5-C6-C1 54.9 55.9 57.1 55.5 55.0 
C5-C6-O1-C2 58.5 58.2 54.7 61.5 60.4 
C6-O1-C2-C3 57.6 56.4 45.7 61.6 60.8 
C6-O1-C2-O7 65.3 64.8 87.6 178.9 172.5 
C4-C3-C2-O7 66.9 70.8 90.3 175.3 179.9 
C1-C2-O7-C8 153.0 63.6 87.5 64.9 59.3 
C3-C2-O7-C8 83.9 172.6 44.3 174.4 64.9 
a See Scheme 1 for system numbering. 

 
These results are in good agreement with those determined by calorimetric methods in gas 

phase by Wiberg14 and with calculations reported by Schleyer8 and Wiberg9. Our results do not 
contradict the idea that, as previously noted by Booth,12 an exo-anomeric interaction could be 
more important than an endo-anomeric interaction. Just for comparative purposes the relative 
energy of conformers ax-2, eq-2, ax-1, and eq-3 reported by Salzner and Schleyer are 0.0, 1.5, 
4.0, and 4.4 kcal/mol, respectively.9
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These tendencies can also be observed from the geometrical data obtained at B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level (Table 4). Geometric considerations of the ab initio results point to an evident 
exo-anomeric effect for eq-2 and eq-3. Since the efficiency of orbital overlap is a function of the 
antiperiplanar alignment and in these two rotamers there are no important steric constraints, they 
can adapt to the geometry necessary to the stereoelectronic interactions to occur. It is not as clear 
for conformer ax-2, which is also undergoing an endo-anomeric interaction with opposite 
consequences in terms of geometry. Conformer ax-3 can be disregarded as any stereoelectronic 
interaction would be overwhelmed by the strong steric interactions. Conformer eq-1 is not 
supposed to be subject of any stereoelectronic interaction so its geometry is dictated only by 
steric and polar forces. 

 
C. Normal vibration mode analysis. Enthalpic and entropic contributions 
The calculation of the normal vibration mode at MP2 level, allows the isolation of the thermal 
energy, and with it, the determination of the enthalpy, the entropy, and the Gibbs free energy, at 
different temperatures (Table 1 of supporting information) for each conformer. Even though the 
calculation process for these properties can include large error, the tendencies for these results 
allow us to reach interesting conclusions. The ∆Ho for the most stable conformers is found 
between 2.02 and 0.36 kcal/mol, at MP2 and B3LYP levels, respectively (without including 
neither the corrections of zero-level energy nor the escalating factors of the frequency values). 
The second value agrees with the experimental data obtained by Booth.12 The stereoelectronic 
contributions and the steric repulsion affect the enthalpic term in accordance with our previous 
analysis of energies and geometries. The stability sequence is analoguous to the one that 
describes the total energy, and similar to the one described at MP2 level. Table 1S shows the 
results obtained with the evaluation of the temperature on the relevant thermodynamic 
properties, calculated at MP2/6-31G(d,p). 

Entropy calculated with this method only describes the degrees of vibrational freedom 
associated to each minimum. It is interesting to note that the conformer with less vibrational 
freedom is ax-2. It could be argued that keeping the most favorable stereoelectronic arrangement 
decreases the vibrational freedom. Conformer eq-2 has an entropy barely higher than that of 
conformer ax-2, in accordance with the fact that both are subject to the same stereoelectronic exo 
anomeric interaction. 
 
D. Molecular mechanics (MM2) calculations 
Considering the populated rotameric configurations in the axial and equatorial conformers 
around C2-O7 bond rotation is fundamental from the mixing entropy’s point of view. The free 
space intramolecular entropy22 was determined according to Juaristi et al.18 ∆So determined at 
MP2 level is 0.34 eu; at B3LYP ∆So is only 0.20 eu, and at HF level it is 0.30 eu. ∆So = 0.30 
with MM2 calculations. Thus the entropy of mixing in this study points to a higher entropy for 
the equatorial conformer, both with ab initio and with molecular mechanics. 
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Scheme 6. Energy and population profiles for axial and equatorial 2-OMeTHP as calculated with 
MM2. 
 

Molecular mechanics calculations might assist, as did calculations with the ELewis, in the 
elucidation of the forces that are acting in this system. Scheme 6 presents the energy profile of 
axial and equatorial 2-OMe-oxane. Energy and population profiles calculated with MM2 more or 
less reproduce results with ab initio and DFT methods, displaying the same patterns with respect 
to the energy minima relations, although the minima locations are offset by about 10° and their 
energy barriers are about 1 to 2 kcal/mol lower. 

Table 5 displays energies as calculated and analyzed with this method. Energies for 
conformer ax-2 are set to zeroes, as it is the global minimum. All other values are subtracted 
from the corresponding value of ax-2, so positive values represent values that contribute to the 
increase of the final steric energy, while negative values, being of less energy than their axial 
equivalent, have an opposite effect in the energy value. 

The patterns are the same as those found in ab initio and DFT calculations. The axial 
conformer of minimum energy, ax-2, is 1.16 kcal/mol more stable than the minimum energy 
equatorial conformer, eq-2. In the axial profile, there is only one populated minimum. Ax-1 does 
not exist as a minimum energy conformer, and the high energy flattened area associated to the 
methoxy interaction with the ring, now looks like a broad assymetric barrier. MM2 finds the 
steric interactions between the methoxy and axial H6 more intense than with H4. 
 

 
 

Conformer ax-2 suffers from some bending angle deformations involving C6-O1-C2-O1-C2-
O7-C8. Bond lengths also suffer in this moiety of the molecule. 
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Table 5. MM2 Energy terms of minimun energy conformers of 2-OMeTHP 

  Energies (kcal/mol) ax-1 ax-2 ax-3 eq-1 eq-2 eq-3 

Final steric energy 3.88 0.00 7.36 4.65 1.16 3.41 

Compression 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.14 0.05 0.05 

Bending 0.63 0.00 4.94 -1.48 -1.51 0.02 

Stretch-bend 0.050 0.00 0.18 -0.04 -0.08 -0.02 

Vdw 1,4 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.34 0.52 0.15 

Vdw Other -0.07 0.00 0.21 -0.07 -0.33 0.26 

Torsional 2.34 0.00 0.57 4.07 1.50 2.10 

Dipole 0.87 0.00 1.43 1.69 1.01 0.86 

  Dipole moment 1.94 0.14 2.31 2.54 2.01 1.80 

 
The increased energy in ax-1 is due mainly to the torsional term (around 60% of the energy 

increase, Table 5); dipole energy, around 22%; bending energy, with about 16%. The carbon and 
oxygen backbone presents angle bending deformation and bond stretching. 

The bigger contributor to the energy increase in ax-3 is the bending term, with 67% of the 
total increase from that of ax-2, which is not surprising since bending angles in the vicinity of 
O1-C2-C7 in ax-3 are deviated from their ideal values with a high energy cost. Dipolar energy 
also raises the energy by about 20%. Interactions are more intense with H6 than with H4, due to 
the shorter O-C bond lengths. Bond lengths around bond O1-C2 are stretched out from their ideal 
values too. 

The energy curve of the equatorial conformer (Scheme 6) shows two energy minima, though 
only one is populated, eq-2. In this conformer the bending deformations along C6-O1-C2-O7-C8 
are smaller, which means that in terms of bending eq-2 is the most stable for about 1.5 kcal/mol. 
van der Waals interactions other that 1,4 interactions also stabilize the molecule in a significant 
way (0.33 kcal/mol). 

For rotamer eq-3 torsional energy is the principal cause of energy increase (62%). Bending 
energy is bigger than for eq-2 or ax-2, for about 1.5 kcal/mol. This is expected since angles 
associated with O1-C2-C3-O7-C8 are more or less deviated from their ideal values. Bond lengths 
along all the C and O backbone are stretched, more intensely in the methoxy side of the ring, but 
still intense on the opposite side around C5. 

Finally, eq-1 has a large torsional term that accounts for most of its final steric energy; and 
although the angle bending term is as low as eq-2, the dipole energy adds up to a total of 4.65 
kcal/mol above ax-2. Bending angles are not strongly deformed and bond streching is present 
only partially in the C and O-backbone. 
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As an overview, angle bending energy is pretty high for ax-3 because this rotamer is very 
stressed due to the methoxy pointing inside the ring. The lowest angle bending values are held by 
eq-1 and eq-2, evidence of a relaxed geometry for these two conformers in relation to ax-2 and 
eq-3. Except for eq-1 and eq-2, where van der Waals 1,4 interactions are about 0.4 kcal/mol 
higher, the rest displays about the van der Waals same energy. Rotamers ax-3 and eq-3 display a 
slightly high other than 1,4 van der Waals energies. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
The potential energy curves resulting from the C2-Oexo bond rotation of 2-OMeOxane were 
calculated. One minimum was found for the axial conformer at MP2/6-31G(d,p); B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p); and HF/6-31G(d,p) levels, and two minima in the equatorial conformer. The difference 
in the entropy of mixing between both conformers has a positive value, close to zero, which 
means that the entropy is higher for the equatorial conformer. 

At all the levels of theory studied here, the conclusion is that the incorporation of zero point 
energy correction (ZPE) should lead to the observation of only one axial and two equatorial 
rotamers. The minimum eq-1 does not exist in contrast with the usual representation of this 
conformational equilibrium. The usual schemes like Scheme 2, usually described in book 
reviews must be changed according with the results here presented. 

Finally, from the energy data obtained, it is possible to conclude that the exo-anomeric 
interaction is at least as relevant as the endo-anomeric, as proposed by Booth.13 The form of this 
potential allowed us to explain the observations made by Fuchs et al 19 based on the statistic 
study of 111 samples containing the O-C-O-C segment. Due to the non-existence of the eq-1 
conformer, and the fact that the anti-anti conformer of dimetoxymethane exists in its 
corresponding potential energy surface; makes this molecule inappropriate as a model to study 
the anomeric effect in the O-C-O segment. On the other hand, the fit between the results shown 
here, and the observations by Fuchs et al.19,20 allows us to settle that 2-MeOTHP is an excellent 
model for the study of the anomeric effect in carbohydrates. 
 
 
Computational Methods 
 
Full geometry optimization of all conformers of minimum energy studied here were performed at 
MP2/G-31G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) levels with the G94 program.15 Uniform scanning at 
10° increments was carried out for the O-C-O-C segment determining at each point the total 
energy with only this dihedral angle restriction in a partial geometry optimization. Natural Bond 
Orbital (NBO) analysis16 was carried out with the Gaussian NBO version 3.1 included in G94. 
To determine the energy of the hypothetical Lewis molecule that corresponds to each rotamer, 
the keyword NOSTAR was used in the NBO input.17
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The determination of the molecular entropy was done as described by Juaristi et al.18 This 
methodology has been useful to study the entropy of mixing contribution to the conformational 
free energy of several cyclohexanes and heterosubstituted cyclohexane derivatives upon the 
rotation of substituent groups. It must be considered that the entropy evaluated in such a way 
takes into account the isolated molecule, and neglects solvent interactions as well as vibrational 
entropy. 
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